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Abstract

In this study, some Islamic counseling techniques that can be used in psychology have been integrated into the spiritual counseling process. It is thought that introducing and starting to use spiritual counseling techniques based on Islam, would be beneficial to Islamic societies like Turkey. Transferring rich spiritual knowledge in Islam to the therapy process and approaching problem solutions by utilizing the client’s spirituality can contribute to a more effective counseling process. A new point of view is aimed to be brought to spiritual consultants evaluating the values of spiritual counseling in the process of application of using sacred texts, pray, worship, contemplation, patience, gratitude, listening to hymn etc. It is aimed to transfer how they could use the techniques of spiritual counseling in the cultural sensitivity context into psychology consultants in their interventions to spirit. Also, practical interventions and empirical researches in spiritual counseling discussed with theoretical and ethical issues in the name of providing convenience to spiritual consultants. Results show the feasibility and utility of spiritual counseling techniques.
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The first serious approaches to spirituality in the history of modern psychology are seen in the, “transpersonal psychology” view led by Maslow’s ideas, which emphasize the existential need of the individual who is a “transcendental and metaphysical” in aspect of religion and spirituality, and which aims to create the synthesis of Eastern science and Western science (Ekşi, Kaya and Çiftçi, 2016, s. 19). In addition, the hypothetic background of religious and spiritual approaches can said to be pastoral counseling, spiritual humanistic psychology and “Sufi psychology / mysticism psychology” which has a rich spiritual source in Turkey (Parlak, 2016). The spiritual psychological counseling abroad varies from traditional Christian (such as prayer and holy book interpretation) and Eastern (meditation, yoga) resources to existing counseling and psychotherapy forms, as well as directly developing religious and spiritual psychotherapy schools (Corveleyn and Luyten, 2013).

The researches conducted in the last decade indicates that when techniques related to spiritual counseling conducted in clinics used properly, they would affect positively the mental health and welfare of the clients. In addition, moral codes and application guides which emphasize the fact that the importance of knowing and respecting religious and spiritual diversity, are developed (American Counseling Association, 2005; American Psychological Association, 2010). Lots of mental health specialist find interventions based on spirituality beneficial (Post & Wade, 2009; Walker, Gorsuch, Tan and Otis, 2008). It has been indicated that spiritual interventions are more effective compared to secular interventions (Smith, Bartz and Richards, 2007). Lots of research results on this topic and techniques developed by using religious and spiritual resources are published (Aten & Leach, 2009; Moodley & West, 2005; Pargament, 2007; Plante, 2009; Sperry & Shafranske, 2004). It has been emphasized in these researches that spirituality is one of the strategies that used in one’s rehabilitation and problem-solving. In this aspect Pargament (2007), indicates that therapists should examine more than one-factor deciding clients’ psychology. Among these factors, acknowledging the divine extent of clients’ life and taking it into consideration is thought to be one of the features that makes therapy effective and brings the client and therapist together.

Islamic Spiritual Counseling Techniques

According to Pargament, religion has five fundamental aims like; meaning one’s problem-solving process, giving control and confidence, consoling, providing intimacy and social support and contributing transformation process Pargament, 1997, s. 190-240; Pargament, vd., 2000). The references in religious coping are religious practices based on sacred existence and religious beliefs such as prayer and worship (Koç, 2008, s.72). Islam offers to its believers a rich spiritual accumulation. There have been lots of Islamic scholars around since from the birth of it till today and they
have taken the role of educator in society. They have developed educatory methods intended to know individuals and support them and they have tried to explain the individual.

Spiritual individuals who have more proper mental and physical functions are tended to think positively, and they generally do not attempt to harm themselves (Thoreen, 2007). While Koenig indicates the fact that individuals who have strong spirituality have adopted a more healthy life, tended to have social support and generally not busy within destructive patterns, and they have better mental health functions like mental status and emotion control than others (Koenig vd, 2001), according to Plate (2009) spirituality and religion give positive results for one’s psychologic health and welfare.

In a study conducted in Sweden (DeMarinis 2003, p.91), 82% of the most frequently discussed subjects in the spiritual counseling process are grief and 67% with family-related problems. Others are indicated in orderly; pain and loneliness 67%, fear-anxiety 57%; difference and conflicts 55%. There are researchers conducted in compulsive disorientations and depressions used in programs in Christianity belief (Hawkins, Tan, & Turk, 1999; Johnson, Devries, Ridley, Pettorini, & Peterson, 1994; Pécheur Se Edwards, 1984; Propst, Ostrom, Watkins, Dean, &Mashburn, 1992). Results of this research show that applicability and benefits of religious counseling techniques. Some counseling techniques that can be used in therapy and guided to clients be are given below.

**Religious Attitudes and Rituals**

Believing in God gives inner peace and confidence to spiritually depressed patients (Link, 2000). Religion and its worship aspect give meaning to life, help bearing pains like death, sickness and injury that affect the mental health of individuals a great deal, refresh hope of living and give force to handle all difficulties in life (Hökelekli, 2002, p. 126). According to Holden and Williamson (2014), religion in the family has a positive relationship with psychological health and welfare of child and teen. In addition, it is known to be effective in decreasing the aggressiveness degree of the teen.

McCullough and Larson analyzed 80 empiric researches that have been published and unpublished dealing with relationship between religious indicators which are defined by “devotion to a certain religion”, “religious interest”, “religious beliefs”, “attending religious worships”, “prayers”, “introvert and extrovert religious motivation” with depression signs and defects. Results show that individuals who have lots of religious bonds, worships and high introvert religious points have lesser depression signs and defects (McCullough and Larson, 1999, p.126-136). Sohail (2018) indicates that they have used religious and spiritual belief (especially worships
and beliefs have provided emotional satisfaction in patients) in order to ease pains of
the patients and struggle with diseases in studies with Muslim chronic liver patients.
The patients who use religious and spiritual beliefs can focus on positive aspects by
purifying their minds from pains.

Smith, McCullough and Poll who examine the relationship between religion and
depressive symptoms by meta-analyze technique, discovered the fact that there
is an opposite relationship between religion and depression symptoms (Smith,
McCullough and J. Poll, 2003:614-636). In addition, results meaning the group
which underwent application of cognitive-behavioristic therapy that integrated
with Islamic beliefs recover faster than the control group (Azhar and Varma, 2000).
Şengül, (2007) detected the meaningful negative relationship between wisdom aspect
of religion and depression. Results show that when the wisdom aspect of religion is
increased, depressive symptoms are decreased, and the religion, especially carrying
out worships could have a protective function against depression.

The prayer which is repeated during the day in Islam, provides relief and relaxation
even for a short time by enabling one to clear his head from daily life chores, problems
troubling his mind. It provides a mental discharge. As the prayer continues within
certain time periods, after some time one can get rid of thoughts damages his mental
health completely (Peker, 2010, p.206). It reinforces religious aspects against some
psychological situations, provides a positive point of view and affect positively to
strength for difficulties. The prayer supports clients' positive attitudes and behaviors
towards their worships as a spiritual counseling technique. It can be indicated that
worships have a relaxing effect. Positive effects can be said behaviors like donations
to charities, cooperation between individuals, gifting etc. Moreover, socializing and
relaxing effects of some cooperative worships can be said.

Pray

Pray is seen as one of the cognitive coping strategies as it provides reinterpretation
and acknowledging of events and situations (Arıcı, 2015, p.84). It has seen not only
religious people pray, but also people who lost their faith and choose a rational
lifestyle to pray too (Marrinier, 1991). Pray is the way people reveal their emotions,
reactions, wishes and needs (Argyle, 2016). Spirituality is an emotion unique to
mankind. It is the wish for making a divine connection and feeling close to sacred. It
has been uttered that this feeling is universal. This feeling is accepted as important as
it is known for having a mysterious way of understanding mankind.

Although pray is one of the rehabilitation techniques that has been used since
ancient times, begin a topic for scientific researches is recent. Pray, lately, has been
examined by lots of theologians and philosophers in different ways (Marrinier, 1991;
Mckinney, vd.1999).
Weld and Eriksen (2007) found in their research that Christian clients examined pray expectations regarding prayer: (a) 82% of clients asked for voice prays at counseling, (b) therapists chose the content of pray, and (c) they have strong expectations that the pray was included in counseling. 40% of those living in the UK that more than 60% of people living in the United States pray daily, while 90% say they pray sometimes. Some of these said that they prayed three times in a day or more. The psychological and psychotherapeutic effects of pray on the individual were examined in the field study called “Psychological and Psychotherapeutic Effects of Prayer” by Doğan (1999). At the end of the survey conducted with different age groups belong to different developmental stages in three different providence of Turkey, it can be concluded that pray has psychological rehabilitation effects on individuals. Pray which is defined as demanding for oneself or others to God, has the strongest effects of cognitive symptoms of depression (Weld and Eriksen, 2007). It can be said that pray overlaps with purposes of cognitive therapy (Corey, 2005). Relaxing by praying can be shown to the clients by applying. So, it is not a surprise to witnessing the patients and their relatives approve consultant saying, “I will pray for you” (Taylor, 2003). Although theoreticians have asserted clinical claims about therapeutic benefits of praying (Butler, Stout & Gardner, 2002; Fincham, Beach, Lambert, Stillman and Braithwaite, 2008; Heck, 2006; Koenig and Pritchett, 1998), the effect of praying generally ignored (Robinson, 1994; Butler vd. 2002). According to some researches, the praying rate of teens who claim their interest in religious institutions is approximately 87% (Janssen, 1990). Tan (2007), used sacred texts in Christian Cognitive Behavioral Therapy (CBT). Fatemi (2018) indicates that during the therapy process, Muslim clients saying “salavat” and praying were effective in solving clients’ problems. Khan, Mughal and Khan (2013) found that religious intervention techniques that are compatible with psychological intervention techniques have contributed to the emotional improvement of the clients in their study that they have conducted with university students.

The spiritual consultant can use praying as an icebreaker to have deep communication with the patient and have a therapeutic relationship with the client (Taylor, 2003). The most important benefit of praying is that one would know he is not alone. Because who prays, have fewer anxieties about the future, doesn’t look pessimistically to life and have good expectations (Peker, 2010, p.197). In this context, the clients can support approaches related to possible praying in their therapy process. As a result, thinking methods like; thinking over situations, cognitive discussion, interpreting and making connections between thoughts are taught to the clients. In this context, the client whose mind undergoes a reconstruction process by contemplating and fully consecrating on an event or a situation with the help of praying, gains an insight of his own problems and achieves the reconstruction. In collective praying, one feels that he is not alone and steers to a positive rehabilitation.
Spiritual Bibliotherapy

In psychotherapy, usage of sacred texts named as “spiritual bibliotherapy” (Frame, 2003, p. 190), “religious bibliotherapy” and “pointing to religious texts” (Koenig & Pritchett, 1998, p. 329). Frame (2003), defined this intervention in therapy as “using books, stories, myths or spiritual themes with other literature”. Tan (1996), a therapist only considers the sacred texts at the request of the counselor and generally focuses on the feelings and perceptions of the client rather than trying to interpret or study the sacred texts in detail. According to Şengül (2002, p.25/501), generally in the parables of the Qur’an issues like; increasing resistance force of Muslims and Prophet against problems, consolidating them, encourage them to praying, patience and trust, reminding blessings of the God and forbidding them from the devil are referred. Aracı (2007) “Individuals who participate in bibliotherapy conducted by using Sufi parables have more self-achieving points than individuals who don’t participate such therapies” and “It has been found that individuals who participate in bibliotherapy decrease their non-functional behaviors, and their self-achieving tendencies are increased”.

It is important to a therapist functions as a mental health professional and doesn’t use this role as a reverend while dealing with sacred texts in a therapy (Miller, 2003; Pargament, 2007; West 2000). Malik (2008) tried to use systematical family therapy by utilizing parables from the Quran in his doctorate thesis. It is to build bridges by considering the possible tension issues between Western psychotherapies and Islam and to make an integration study in psychotherapy. Hz. Ibrahim and Hz. Ismail’s Qur’an narrative has been used to solve the problems in a mother and son relationship.

Reading the parables of the Qur’an

It is possible that education method with the parables and stories make one to know the art spirit of beauty, increase the thinning sensitivity, improve spiritual world and contemplation about the universe, hold up as an example from hadiths, search the divine and guide to ideas of avoiding perversity (Kutub, 1975, p.17). According to Atalay (2012, p.175), Qur’an parables are instructive in terms of their leading qualities. However, Qur’an parables that provide “wisdom, clairvoyance and guidance” in any part of the history, is the top example of written heritage in mankind’s hands. It is important to adapt parables into today’s conditions.

Lots of researches have been conducted and the bibliotherapy is applied in topics like; understanding and acknowledging individual differences in children and teens (Gavigan & Kurtts, 2011); treatment of panic attacks (Febbraro, 2005); losing weights (Hagen, 1974), in treatment of curtail step health services and depression treatments (Naylor vd., 2010); teaching students to solve problems they encounter in daily life (Forgan, 2002); on patients that are being treated in the hospitals (McMillen & Pehrsson,
families that anxiety problem in their children (Rapee, Abbott, Lyneham; 2006), helping students to learn to cope with stress, anxiety, grieving (Cook & Earles-Vollrath & Ganz, 2006); treatment of loss and grief (Briggs & Pehresson, 2008); to understand the difficulties faced by separation, divorce, child abuse, adoption, relocation, death, disease and disabled individuals (Cook & Earles-Vollrath & Ganz, 2006), defect of sexual functions (Van Lankveld, 1998). McCullis (2012) indicates that the bibliotherapy is an effective and efficient tool in therapeutic devices and reinforce therapy. Murooff vd. (2012) indicates that bibliotherapy can be used in basic health services and psychoeducation; McKenna, Hevey & Martin (2010) indicates that constructed materials can decrease sadness. If a therapist thinks it is unhealthy that a client understands a sacred text, the therapist should make the client apply for a spiritual authority rather than facing with theological issues.

In this context, it can be said that reading Qur’an both in the original language and in Turkish translation has a relieving effect on individuals who have psychological problems. When a profound and rich meaning of Qur’an is considered, it can be used as a therapeutic technique. These parables can either be evaluated or just read.

The Role Modeling

Another spiritual technique is role modeling. Role modeling is one of the important aspects that provides social learning. There are numerous role models throughout the history (Oman and Thoresen, 2003, p.2007). Religious role models like; Hz. Muhammed (SAV), Hz.Isa and Buda; role models like; Ganhdi, Mother Teresa, Dalai Lama, Martin Luther King can be examples for clients. The Prophet, Hz. Muhammed (SAV) carried out spiritual-religious counseling in his twenty-three years prophet life. He transformed the principles of Qur’an: remedy to hearts (Fussilet, 41/44; Yunus, 10/57; İsrâ, 17/82), life givers to hearts (Şura, 42/52) into his life. Then he made a great chance on the society by placing these facts into his followers’ life.

Our beloved prophet Hz.Muhammed (SAV) used kind wording and tolerance, he grounded on gradualism by observing the ones before him, embraced convenience principle, gave hope by heralding, embraced the question-answer method. He used “adage, depiction and parable” in order to place some topics to the minds (Çetin, 2008:228-295). Issues like; being orphan by birth, losing his mother at the very beginning of his life, treated badly by some of his relatives, immigrate to another place for the sake of his beliefs, his marriage, his children, pains he suffered, and his losses can be example to make him a role model. Hz. Muhammed’s (SAV) life can be related and can provide improving insight.
Patience

Patience meaning bearing difficulties like losses, is a term which has cognitive, emotional and behavioral dimensions (Doğan, 2017, p.270). “Patience is bearing, resisting, opposing and coping to get over pain, suffering and problems.” (Işık, 2013). In this respect, it is the phenomenon of consenting events that give strength. Patience teaches being mature by providing one to reach his aim and protect it. Patience is power to the present situation and proceeding without deviation on the way saving power to upcoming.

Submission

Submission is the natural outcome of devotion to the God and believing in fate. Coping with sad and troubling problems in life by applying submission is another religious way of dealing with problems (Işık, 2013). Believers can grace because of events they have gone through. One is usually tended to grace when he sees a person in a worse situation than him (Ayten, 2012, p. 45). The ones who believe in the submission are more powerful. They don’t get upset against the ups and downs of life (Demirci, 2009, p. 69). Submission cannot be observed by outside. It shapes in one’s inner world. It can be thought that submission has a critical effect when one is against difficulties and exposure to stress. Submission is leaving the fate to the God after doing what is necessary. In this respect, it forms a frame of mind that makes one powerful and positive. It can be beneficial to use this frame of mind in coping with clients’ problems. In this technique, the therapist, after talking the cognitive side of submission, wants the client to note down submission moments he would have until the next meeting. In the next meeting positive effects of these moments on the client would be evaluated.

Grace

Grace is knowing and accepting verbally the fact that every blessing is from the God. Carrying out the commands and avoiding the prohibitions of is gracing. In this respect, the source of quietude is accepting what you have got. Quietude is achieved by being aware of you have rather than being sad for what you don’t have. Mostly, modern people of the era complain without being aware of what they have got and always ask for things they wouldn’t probably reach. Grace is a shaped version of these wishes (https://islamansiklopedisi.org.tr/sukur). In this respect during the counseling process awareness of patience, submission and grace should be brought in to the clients. As it is known that grace which is underlined frequently in the basis of Islamic thinking system, is one of the coping techniques, this topic can be taken into consideration and people’s views can be improved in this way to provide maximum benefit in the therapeutic process.
Penitence

The clients regret strongly from their past behaviors as they were inappropriate (Meadow and Kahoe 1984:417). “Penitence” and “praying for forgiveness (istiğfar)” can be used as counseling techniques for Muslim clients in counseling applications based on Islamic principles (Şirin, 2013). “Penitence” which means giving up disturbing thoughts, feelings and behaviors that one can define as mistake and sin without turning back is the beginning stage of psycho-therapeutic rehabilitation in terms of starting of self-awareness and taking actions. Also, this forms a positive motivation resource. As a result, the best remedy for unwanted situations like stress and anxiety which are arisen from behaving wrong, is “Penitence”. So, when religious counseling process supports this process positively, a new construction process in the client’s mind is started. In short “Penitence” which is an effective technique with its “cognitive reconstructive, treatment etc.” meanings stand out as a concept that can be an active and intervention technique in “CBPAIRCM (Cognitive Behavioral Psychotherapy Integrated with Religious Counseling Model) (Şirin, 2013).

The Gifting Technique

Gifting is important in Islam. It has been emphasized that gifting arranges relationships and forms lovely bonds. In this technique, the consultant wants, after developing a point of view in the concept “gifting”, the client to give a gift to the person he is having trouble with or person he chooses to in a week in the aim of using the positive effect of gifting on people. In the next session, the client evaluates the effects of this study on himself and the person to whom he gave the gift. This is a technique that can provide benefits in relationships that have mutual troubles. It can be used frequently in family therapies.

Forgiving Yourself and Others

In the forgiving technique, spiritual and religious beliefs of the clients are utilized to enable them to forgive themselves and others. Lots of traditions offer forgiving yourself and others and some people feel themselves close to their high powers when they forgive (Barrera vd, 2012). Religion and spirituality invite people to forgive, to be grateful, affectionate, kind and merciful. For example, researches proved the positive sides of being forgiven (Koenig vd, 2012). Forgiving is an antidote for anger, hostility and pains. Researches show that people with strong spirituality are more optimistic, more energetic and have more decent interpersonal relationships (Emmons and McCullough, 2003). Although forgiving is a personal concept free from any kind of religion or spirituality, there is a close relationship between forgiving and spirituality for lots of people.
The consultor can ask questions to the clients like; “Is forgiving suits for your religion/ spiritual values?”, “Is this suitable for your religion/ spiritual values?” regarding “Forgiving yourself and accepting yourself” (Barrera vd, 2012). Islamic point of view is forgiving. The importance of being forgiver can be taken into consideration as a counseling technique in the counseling process.

**Contemplation**

The most important motivation in the life is believing in the existence of the God (Alper, 2002, p. 155). Religion and the God are the most important resource of hope and sanctuary in situations like; meeting desires on any condition such as one’s fears, doubts, inability, desperations, loneliness, privacy, failures, disappointments, hates, and other desires on situations like sinning, suffering, feeling of being guilty, regrets, disappointments, pains and injustice (Günay, 2010, p. 417). People need a mighty supernatural being who can help them and to whom they can shelter when they encounter events and situations they couldn’t handle and make them feel powerless and desperate (Certel, 2011, p.111). In this respect, people who have developed contemplation ability, can give their life meaning by understanding the universe and diversifying their point of views in terms of arranging relationships among people.

**The Search of Meaning with Halal and Illicit in Islam**

While forming value judgments, beliefs also shape the behaviors of people. Some behaviors of people may because of religious references. The thoughts and beliefs behind people tried to be detected by evaluating one’s characteristic reflected to psychotherapy and misbehaviors and their perceptions with the help of the pursuit of meaning.

Islam strictly forbids alcohol consumption, and this can be a remarkable issue to Muslims, especially to immigrant Muslims who lives in western countries (Ali, Allmon and Cornick, 2011). Ali vd. (2004), states that high school and university students can be very sensitive to consuming alcohol and peer pressure. This reveals the need for spiritual counseling in understanding the reasons of one’s behaviors.

Sometimes, counseling the clients to reverends and religious leaders can be helpful in solving disputes. These kinds of counseling can be beneficial as the clients approve religion, especially when they expect more negative implications (Aten, 2011). Duba and Watts (2009) state that religious beliefs can affect sexual roles of couples, forgiveness of marriages, parental responsibilities and thoughts about old parent care.

**The Technique of Dream Interpretation**

According to Jung, the most important carrier of non-conscious reactions to one’s psychic dilemmas is dreams. Concentration in the process of spiritually focused
Psychotherapies should firstly tend to the dreams (Çetin, 2010). What is wanted to be achieved in Jung’s spiritual focused dream interpretation technique is meaning the endless variation of dreams that include visuals, symbols and writings in it with the clients (Jung, 2001).

Dream interpreting is mentioned in Islamic resources. The positive interpretation of dreams can be a relieving element to the clients. Dreams are the reality of life and part of living. Clients who have problems could frequently see dreams and nightmares, and they need to interpret these dreams and nightmares to be relieved. In this respect, dream interpretation can be used as a spiritual counseling technique. To be able to interpret dreams, one needs to be proficient in this matter. The most important aspect in dream interpretations, interpreting dreams in a positive way and encourage clients to this way.

**Hymns**

Music appeals to people of all ages. It helps to share inner peace and inner edginess, helps to inner equilibrium, it serves people to make them sensitive, happy and as a result of these make them successful. So, the personal function of music serves people to overcome emotional problems and creating positive emotions rather than negative ones by training and improvement of emotions related to psychological side of them, easing the anger, sharing the sadness etc. (Uçan, 2004, p. 5). Hymns are the most used and brightest form of religious Turkish music (Özalp, 2000, p.1111).

Cevasso vd. (2005), reached the fact that musical therapy is effective on anxiety, depression and movement activity with drug-addicted females. Sezer (2011) found out through researches that music has both positive and negative effects on people. This finding shows that using music for people’s mental health would have beneficial results. For this purpose, it would be beneficial to listening to, popularizing and guiding our teens to the music types that have a positive effect on anger and psychological issues. In this context, a hymn which is a music type is thought to be helpful to the clients in coping with stress.

**What Should Be the Role of the Therapist?**

The therapist can’t guide the clients to religious or spiritual ways with suggestions he would make insight of his own thoughts (Corveleyn and Luyten, 2013). The therapist should avoid affecting clients’ religious thoughts and discussion spiritually that isn’t related to the therapy (Shanfranske, 2009). The ethical principles for the therapist include most of the principles that are presented by religious and spiritual traditions. These are respect, responsibility, honesty, proficiency and concern towards others (Plante, 2004). Bartoli (2001), detected that an analyst evaluating religion with
a minimalist approach, couldn’t differentiate spiritual aspect, brought by a client who has a high religious and spiritual side, in religious content from psychological content. These reasons reconsider that an analyst who is tended to spirituality in person can differentiate between psychological and spiritual aspects brought by clients better and use spirituality better. The APA politics explains that “psychologist can talk about the psychological effects of religious/spiritual applications, when there is finding in these matters.” So, the positive effects of spiritual related psychotherapy should be conveyed to the clients. It is stated that therapy will be implemented in accordance with ethical principles and that respect for beliefs and it is one of the ethical first in determining and applying these techniques (Hathaway, 2011).

Results

In this study, some of the Islamic spiritual counseling techniques that can be used in psychological counseling are explained. The use of sacred texts, and in the process of implementation of the techniques like; prayer, worship, contemplation, patience, grace, contemplation, gifting, role modeling, hymns etc., the elements of spiritual counseling have been tried to gain perspective on psychological counselors who will evaluate the spiritual counseling. In basic psychotherapy, mostly spirituality can be neglected. However, the effect of spiritual therapy on people has been confirmed by many studies. (Aten & Leach, 2009; Moodley & West, 2005; Pargament, 2007; Plante, 2009; Post & Wade, 2009; Sperry & Shafranske, 2004; Smith, Bartz & Richards, 2007; Walker, Gorsuch, Tan, & Otis, 2008;). Using this sensation in the solution of the problems by taking advantage of the spiritual approaches of people can be evaluated as a technique that will lead the therapeutic process to success. It has been stated that love experiences of people have led to serious changes in their lives. Spirituality is a unique emotion to mankind. It is the desire to contact the sacred one and be close to him. Islam offers a rich spiritual accumulation to its followers. There have been lots of Islamic scholars around since from the birth of it till today and they have taken the role of educator in society. They have developed educatory methods intended to know individuals and support them and they have tried to explain the individual. Lots of researches have been conducted proving that Islamic spiritual counseling techniques are beneficial (Aracı (2007; Azhar and Varma, 2000; Çetin, 2008; Doğan, 2007; Fatemi, 2018; Malik, 2018; Şengül, 2002).

The sacred book and spiritual resources like prayer have become accepted concepts in clinical counseling and psychotherapy (Hawkins, Tan, & Turk, 1999; Johnson, Devries, Ridley, Pettorini, & Peterson, 1994; Pécheur Se Edwards, 1984; Propst, Ostrom, Watkins, Dean, & Mashburn, 1992). Prayer is used during sessions and homework given to the clients after sessions. As praying is for the almighty God, it is used in case of loss of a loved one, feeling of desperation and serious
problems, and positive outcomes can be taken. Moreover, being in spiritual contexts, utilizing from group activities, committing social help as a reliever can thought to be other kinds of homework. It increases worship resistance to some psychological situations and can have a positive effect on the power of coping with difficulties in ensuring that the person looks positive to life. Positive attitudes and behaviors of the clients towards worship can be supported as the spiritual counseling technique. It can be stated that worships have relieving effects. Positive effects of donation to charities and helping can be observed. Moreover, socializing and relaxing effects of some cooperative worships can be said. Apart from this, listening to hymns, which are a type of religious music, can be relieving and comforting. With the help of contemplation, patience and gratitude intellectual skills, the client’s coping strategies can be developed.

The basic element of therapy is patience. The spiritual experiences of the clients are respected. Applications should be according to spiritual cooperation and balancing. To be able to conduct spiritual counseling, the therapist should believe in these techniques, have experiences, and have enough proficiency. It is also necessary for the therapist’s positive approaches to give confidence to the client and to support him and to share his spiritual experiences. The closeness of the therapy process to the client is only possible by touching his cultural point of view. It is known that the problems with religion originate from the subjective lives of people. The therapy process should be nutritious to the spirit of the client. In this respect, it is thought that using Islamic spiritual techniques in Islamic societies is beneficial.
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